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MAS: Societies of agents

MAS are societies of agents [Shoham and Tennenholtz, 1992, Castelfranchi, 2000]

– cooperation, competition, negotiation, etc.

Computer programs in the edge between digital and social
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MAS: Societies of agents - an example [Geiger, 2011]

Wikipedia Arbitration Committee:
– The wikipedia supreme court

– Solve disuptes when there is no clear community consensus

3rd annual election (2006)
– Eligibility requirement: at least 1.000 edits in the month preceeding the election

– About 40 editors meet the requirement

A unusual candidate: AntiVandalBot
– A computer program that reverts vandalism acts

– Reverted the deletion of its candidature
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MAS: Societies of agents - an example

An essential question:

Can computadorized editors be aware about

the whole social apparatus of an arbitration comitee?
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MAS: Societies of agents

It is not enough to design the agents

It is necessary to design the society

Social concepts in MAS

Inspiration: human societies

– Organizations

– Commitments

– Norms

– Interaction scenes

– Accountability

– Slavery

– etc.
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MAS: Societies of agents

[Dignum et al. 2011]
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Social abstractions in MAS

– Organizations

– Commitments

– Norms

– Interaction scenes

– etc.

Focus on regulation

agents’ autonomy vs systems’ expectations.

what the agents should do, when they should do, etc.
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Social abstractions in MAS

– Organizations

– Commitments

– Norms

– Interaction scenes

– etc.

Focus on regulation

agents’ autonomy vs systems’ expectations.

what the agents should do, when they should do, etc.
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Norms

Obligations

e.g. a PhD student is obliged to finish his thesis on time

Permissions

e.g a PhD student is permitted to finish his thesis before the final time

Prohibitions

e.g. a PhD student is prohibited to committing any plagiarism in his thesis

Several normative models, tools, etc.

Some sources: COIN series of workshops

Dagstuhl Seminar Series on Normative MAS
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Regulation abstracting from environment

High level of abstraction to cover different circumstances

[Aldewereld et al. 2010]

e.g. bidder is obliged to bid

winner is obliged to pay the offer

– what is “bidder”? what is “winner”? who is obliged?

– what does it mean “to bid” and “to pay”?

Problems:

– Social abstractions represented through agentive constructs (implicit)

– Interpretation depends on the agents (internal)
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The problem

table_mayor table_fire_brigade
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Some questions

Problems:

– Social abstractions represented through agentive constructs (implicit)

– Interpretation depends on the agents (internal)

Questions:

– How to represent the elements referred by the regulative social

abstractions?

make them explicit

– How to connect them with the concrete environment?

make them external

Direction: the social reality theory [Searle 1995, Searle 2009]
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The social reality theory [Searle 1995, Searle 2009]

A piece of paper is a five dollar bill. Why? [Searle 1995]

“... from protons to presidents ...” [Searle 2009]

Institutional reality:

An objective portion of reality composed of abstract elements

abstract: elements are not part of the concrete world, not explainable by the basic sciences

objective: the truth of the facts is does not depend on the particular beliefs

Supports the deontology of human societies

Enabled by institutions
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Institutions

Many definitions:

– Structures that constrain the individuals’ behaviour

[North 1994, Crawford e Ostrom 1995, Miller 2012]

– Not just constrain but also enable the constraining structures

[Commons 1934, Hodgson 2006]
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Institutions

Many definitions:

– Structures that constrain the individuals’ behaviour

[North 1994, Crawford e Ostrom 1995, Miller 2012]

– Not just constrain but also enable the constraining structures
[Commons 1934, Hodgson 2006]

– count as: elements from the brute reality count as elements in the

institutional reality
e.g. a piece of paper counts as money, somebody counts as president, etc.
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Institutions by Searle

Based on the following elements:

1. Status functions

2. Collective agreement

3. Deontic powers

4. Action independent of desires and of physical constraints

5. Constitutive rules

26



Institutions by Searle

1. Status
functions

2. Collective
agreement

3. Deontic powers

4. Action independent
of desires and of
physical constraints

5. Constitutive rules

Functions assigned to concrete elements

not performed due to natural virtues

examples:

– piece of paper counts as five dollar bill

– individual counts as president

– raising of hands counts as bid
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Institutions by Searle

1. Status functions

2. Collective
agreement

3. Deontic powers

4. Action independent
of desires and of
physical constraints

5. Constitutive rules

People agree about (or at least accept)

the functions performed

by the concrete elements (that are inherent to them)
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Institutions by Searle

1. Status functions

2. Collective
agreement

3. Deontic
powers

4. Action independent
of desires and of
physical constraints

5. Constitutive rules

Express what people are expected to do or to avoid

rights, duties, obligations, authorizations, permissions, etc.

Refer to status functions

instead of to refer to concrete elements

– a PhD student is obliged to finish his thesis on time

– a PhD student is permitted to finish his thesis before the final time

– a PhD student is prohibited to committing any plagiarism in his thesis
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Institutions by Searle

1. Status functions

2. Collective
agreement

3. Deontic powers

4. Action
independent of
desires and of
physical
constraints

5. Constitutive rules

Status Functions + Deontic Powers:

“the glue that holds the

human civilization together” [Searle 2009] - page 9

provide reasons to people act independent of
their own desires

physical constraints implemented in the brute reality
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Institutions by Searle

1. Status functions

2. Collective
agreement

3. Deontic powers

4. Action independent
of desires and of
physical constraints

5. Constitutive
rules

Define how status functions are constituted

connecting them to the brute reality

X counts as Y in C

e.g. A fence (X ) counts as

a boundary of private property (Y )

if the property is registered to some owner (C )
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Institutions by Searle

“...institutions are systems of

constitutive rules and the constitutive

rules create the possibility of institutional facts” (SEARLE, 2009, page 10)

Constituted status functions

– the building block of institutions

– constituted thanks to constitutive rules

– deontic powers are attached to

– required to regulation: individuals behave as expected

when status functions are constituted
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Institutions in Agent Societies

bidder
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Situated Artificial Institution (SAI)

Institution: Regulation + Institutional reality

Assumption: regulation provided by existing normative models

existing works are enough

What is needed?

1. A model of institutional reality

2. Coupling existing norms in the institutional reality
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Situated Artificial Institution (SAI)

Normative State <N>

Constitutive State <F>

Specification

– Norms (N ):

– define what agents must

do/avoid

– composed of status functions

– Status functions (F): functions

assignable to agents, events and

states

– Constitutive rules (C): constitute

the status functions

Dynamics
– Normative state (N): expected

agents’ behaviour

– Constitutive state (F): institutional

reality
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Situated Artificial Institution (SAI)

bob counts as winner

Environmental

State <X>

Constitutive 

state <F>
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Institutional Reality in SAI

Normative State <N>

Constitutive State <F>
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Institutional Reality in SAI

Normative State <N>

Constitutive State <F>
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Institutional Reality in SAI

Normative State <N>

Constitutive State <F>
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Institutional Reality in SAI - Constitutive Specification

Status functions: status assigned to agents, events, and states

that impose functions to them

Status functions in SAI: F = AF ∪ EF ∪ SF s.t.

– AF : status functions assignable to agents, i.e. agent-status functions

e.g.: bob counts as winner

– EF : status functions assignable to events, i.e. event-status functions

e.g.: tell(“I offer $100”) counts as bid

– SF : status functions

– assignable to states, i.e. state-status functions

e.g.: “twenty agents in the system” counts as quorum for an auction

– involved in freestanding assignment
e.g. assigned to conditions that do not involve environmental states
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Institutional Reality in SAI - Constitutive Specification

Constitutive rules: specify the constitution of status functions

Constitutive rules in SAI: c ∈ C = 〈x , y , t,m〉 s.t.

– x has the status function y when t occurs, while m holds

– t and m can be omitted

Example:

〈Agent, auctioneer , (propose(auction),Agent),¬auction finished〉
↓ expressed as ↓

Agent count-as auctioneer

when (propose(auction),Agent)

while not auction finished.
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Institutional Reality in SAI - Constitutive dynamics

Interpretation of constitutive rules

– Produces constitution of status

functions

Constitutive state (F )

– Set of constituted status

functions

– the SAI representation of

institutional reality

Normative State <N>

Constitutive State <F>
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Institutional Reality in SAI - Constitutive dynamics

Interpretation of constitutive rules

– Produces constitution of status

functions

Constitutive state (F )

– Set of constituted status

functions

– the SAI representation of

institutional reality

Normative State <N>

Constitutive State <F>
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Constitutive dynamics - 1st and 2nd order constitution

– First-order constitution

Status functions assigned to environmental elements

– Second-order constitution

Status functions assignments lead to new status functions assignments
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Constitutive dynamics - 1st and 2nd order constitution

– Environmental state : X = AX ∪ EX ∪ SX

where AX =agents acting; EX =events occurring; SX = states holding

– Constitutive state : F = AF ∪ EF ∪ SF
where AF =agent-SFAs ; EX =event-SFAs; SX = state-SFAs

1st order constitution of agent-status functions

f −consta(F , C,X 0 · · ·X z ,F 0 · · ·F z , i) = {〈x , y〉|x ∈ Ai
X
∧ y ∈ AF ∧ ∃c ∈ C ∃θ ∃s ∈ N ∀k ∈ [s, i ] :

(E s
X
∪ E s

F
|= tθ) ∧ (X k ∪ F k |= mθ) ∧ x ′θ = x}

s.t. c = 〈x ′, y , t,m〉

2nd order constitution of agent-status functions

s −consta(F , C,X 0 · · ·X z ,F 0 · · ·F z , i) = {〈x , y〉|x ∈ Ai
X
∧ y ∈ AF ∧ ∃c ∈ C ∃θ ∃s ∈ N ∀k ∈ [s, i ] :

(E s
X
∪ E s

F
|= tθ) ∧ (X k ∪ F k |= mθ)∧

x ′θ ∈ AF ∧ 〈x , x ′θ〉 ∈ Ai
F
}

s.t. c = 〈x ′, y , t,m〉
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Constitutive dynamics - example scenario
crisis management

table_mayor table_fire_brigade
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Constitutive dynamics - 1st and 2nd order constitution

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state mayor firefighter

crisis_authority
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Constitutive dynamics - 1st order constitution

Agent- and state-status function

m

x count-as y when t while m 

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state
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Constitutive dynamics - 1st order constitution

Agent- and state-status function

m

x count-as y when t while m 

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state

t
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Constitutive dynamics - 1st order constitution

Agent- and state-status function

m

x count-as y when t while m 

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state

t

x count-as y
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Constitutive dynamics - 2nd order constitution

Agent- and state-status function

m

x count-as y when t while m 

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state

t

x count-as y

y count-as y' when t' while m' 

m'
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Constitutive dynamics - 2nd order constitution

Agent- and state-status function

m

x count-as y when t while m 

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state

t

x count-as y

y count-as y' when t' while m' 

m'

t'
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Constitutive dynamics - 2nd order constitution

Agent- and state-status function

m

x count-as y when t while m 

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state

t

x count-as y

y count-as y' when t' while m' 

m'

t'

x count-as y'
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Constitutive dynamics - Example

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state

security_phase(downtown,emergency)

1st order

Agent count-as firefighter

when checkin(table firefighter,Agent)

while security phase(downtown,emergency).

2nd order

firefighter

count-as crisis authority

when command evacuation( ).
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Constitutive dynamics - Example

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state

security_phase(downtown,emergency)

checkin(table_firefighter,bob)

1st order

Agent count-as firefighter

when checkin(table firefighter,Agent)

while security phase(downtown,emergency).

2nd order

firefighter

count-as crisis authority

when command evacuation( ).
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Constitutive dynamics - Example

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state bob count-as firefighter

security_phase(downtown,emergency)

checkin(table_firefighter,bob)

1st order

Agent count-as firefighter

when checkin(table firefighter,Agent)

while security phase(downtown,emergency).

2nd order

firefighter

count-as crisis authority

when command evacuation( ).
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Constitutive dynamics - Example

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state bob count-as firefighter

checkin(table_firefighter,bob)

security_phase(downtown,emergency)

command_evacuation(downtown)

bob count-as crisis_authority

1st order

Agent count-as firefighter

when checkin(table firefighter,Agent)

while security phase(downtown,emergency).

2nd order

firefighter

count-as crisis authority

when command evacuation( ).
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Constitutive dynamics - 1st order constitution

Event-status function

m

x count-as y when t while m 

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state
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Constitutive dynamics - 1st order constitution

Event-status function

m

x count-as y when t while m 

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state

x,t x,t
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Constitutive dynamics - 1st order constitution

Event-status function

m

x count-as y when t while m 

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state
x count-as y
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Constitutive dynamics - 2nd order constitution

Event-status function

m

x count-as y when t while m 

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state

x,t,t' 

x count-as y
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Constitutive dynamics - 2nd order constitution

Event-status function

m

x count-as y when t while m 

{Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state
x count-as y
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Constitutive dynamics - example

security_phase(downtown,emergency){Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state

(putTangible(_,launch_tangible,1,2), 

bob)

(putTangible(_,launch_tangible,1,2), 

tom)

1st order

putTangible( ,launch tangible,1,2)

[sai agent( )]

count-as evacuate(downtown)

while security phase(downtown,emergency).

2nd order

evacuate(downtown)

count-as security procedure.
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Constitutive dynamics - example

security_phase(downtown,emergency){Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state

(putTangible(_,launch_tangible,1,2), 

bob)

(putTangible(_,launch_tangible,1,2), bob)

count-as 

(evacuate(downtown),bob)

1st order

putTangible( ,launch tangible,1,2)

[sai agent( )]

count-as evacuate(downtown)

while security phase(downtown,emergency).

2nd order

evacuate(downtown)

count-as security procedure.
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Constitutive dynamics - example

security_phase(downtown,emergency){Environmental 

state

{Constitutive

state

(putTangible(_,launch_tangible,1,2), 

bob)

(putTangible(_,launch_tangible,1,2), bob)

count-as 

(evacuate(downtown),bob)

1st order

putTangible( ,launch tangible,1,2)

[sai agent( )]

count-as evacuate(downtown)

while security phase(downtown,emergency).

2nd order

evacuate(downtown)

count-as security procedure.
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Regulation in SAI

Normative State <N>

Constitutive State <F>
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Regulation in SAI

Normative State <N>

Constitutive State <F>
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Regulation in SAI

Coupling norms with the constitutive state

(considering their specific representations and dynamics)

Requirements:

1. Normative representation:

to introduce the status functions in the norm representation

2. Normative dynamics

to define how the different components of the norms are interpreted
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Regulation in SAI
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1. Normative representation:
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Norm representation in SAI

Introducing status functions in the norms

A generic approach:

based on the ADICO model [Crawford e Ostrom 1995]

– A ∈ AF
– I ∈ EF ∪ SF
– C ∈ WF

where

– A is the agent targetted by the norm

– I is the prescribed outcome

– C are the conditions under which the norm must be followed
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Normative dynamics with SAI

Different normative models have particular dynamics

Difficult to generalise but...

... all the norms can be at least activated and fulfilled

In the sequence: some details on norm activation and fulfilment

considering norms by [Panagiotidi et al., 2013]
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Activation

– Norm instances are created when activation condition is

satisfied. An instance for every agent carrying α

e.g. 〈firefighter , insecure(Zone), · · · , evacuate(Zone), · · · , · · · 〉
N
o
rm

a
ti
v
e

s
ta
te
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Activation

– Norm instances are created when activation condition is

satisfied. An instance for every agent carrying α

e.g. 〈firefighter , insecure(Zone), · · · , evacuate(Zone), · · · , · · · 〉
N
o
rm

a
ti
v
e

s
ta
te <bob,insecure(downtown),...,evacuate(downtown),... ,...>

<tom,insecure(downtown),...,evacuate(downtown),... ,...>
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Activation

Formally:

activated(N ,F ,N) = {n′|∃θ∃〈α, ca, cm, cd , cr , ct〉 ∈ N :

F ∪ N |= caθ ∧ (aX is αθ) ∧ n′ /∈ AS}

s.t. n′ = 〈(aX , αθ), caθ, cmθ, cdθ, crθ, ctθ〉
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Fulfilments
Individual agent level approach for events

(evacuate(.) is an event status function)
N
o
rm

a
ti
v
e

s
ta
te <bob,insecure(downtown),...,evacuate(downtown),... ,...>

<tom,insecure(downtown),...,evacuate(downtown),... ,...>
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Fulfilments
See to it approach for states

(evacuated(.) is a state status function)
N
o
rm

a
ti
v
e

s
ta
te <bob,insecure(downtown),...,evacuated(downtown),... ,...>

<tom,insecure(downtown),...,evacuated(downtown),... ,...>
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Fulfilments
Revocation of agent-status function assignment
e.g. 〈firefighter , insecure(Zone), · · · , evacuate(Zone), · · · , · · · 〉

N
o
rm

a
ti
v
e

s
ta
te <bob,insecure(downtown),...,evacuate(downtown),... ,...>

<tom,insecure(downtown),...,evacuate(downtown),... ,...>
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Fulfilments
Formally:

f −deactivatede (F ,N) = {〈n′|∃(eX , aX ) ∈ EX : n′ ∈ AS ∧ c ′d ∈ EF∧
F |= ((eX , aX ) is c ′d ∨ ¬(aX is α)) ∧ F ∪ N |= c ′m}

f −deactivateds (F ,N) = {〈n′|n′ ∈ AS ∧ c ′d ∈ SF∧
F |= (c ′d ∨ ¬(aX is α)) ∧ F ∪ N |= c ′m}

r −deactivatede (F ,N) = {n′|∃(eX , aX ) ∈ EX : n′ ∈ VS ∧ c ′r ∈ EF∧
F |= ((eX , aX ) is c ′r ∨ ¬(aX is α))}

r −deactivateds (F ,N) = {n′|n′ ∈ VS ∧ c ′r ∈ SF∧
F |= (c ′r ∨ ¬(aX is α))}

s.t. n′ = 〈(aX , α), c ′a, c
′
m, c

′
d , c

′
r , c
′
t〉
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Application example: crisis management

Collaborative

System

[Thévin et al. 2014]


Tangible: TangiSense tables [Kubicki et al. 2012]

Normative: regulated by norms

Requirement: to institutionalise facts

occurring in the environment

table_mayor table_fire_brigade
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Application example: crisis management

/* The firefighter is prohibited to evacuate secure zones */

n1: secure(Zone)

-¿ prohibition(firefighter,n1,evacuate(Zone),‘now’+‘1 day’).

/* The firefighter is obliged to evacuate insecure zones */

n2: insecure(Zone)

-¿ obligation(firefighter,n2,evacuate(Zone),‘now’+‘1 day’).

Agent Status functions: firefighter

Event Status functions: evacuate(Zone)

State Status functions: secure(Zone), insecure(Zone)
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Application example: crisis management

/* The firefighter is prohibited to evacuate secure zones */

n1: secure(Zone)

-¿ prohibition(firefighter,n1,evacuate(Zone),‘now’+‘1 day’).

/* The firefighter is obliged to evacuate insecure zones */

n2: insecure(Zone)

-¿ obligation(firefighter,n2,evacuate(Zone),‘now’+‘1 day’).

/* Actors carry the status functions

according to their check in the tables */

Agent count-as firefighter

when checkin(table fire brigade,Agent).
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Application example: crisis management

/* The firefighter is prohibited to evacuate secure zones */

n1: secure(Zone)

-¿ prohibition(firefighter,n1,evacuate(Zone),‘now’+‘1 day’).

/* The firefighter is obliged to evacuate insecure zones */

n2: insecure(Zone)

-¿ obligation(firefighter,n2,evacuate(Zone),‘now’+‘1 day’).

/* A zone preventive phase of crisis managament counts as

that zone being secure if (i) it does not pose

electrical risks and (ii) it has at most 500 inhabitants */

security phase( ,Zone,preventive) count-as secure(Zone)

while not( AnyState is electric risky(Zone)) &

((nbInhabit( ,Zone,X)& X¡=500) —

security phase( ,Zone,preventive) is secure(Zone)).
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Application example: crisis management

/* The firefighter is prohibited to evacuate secure zones */

n1: secure(Zone)

-¿ prohibition(firefighter,n1,evacuate(Zone),‘now’+‘1 day’).

/* The firefighter is obliged to evacuate insecure zones */

n2: insecure(Zone)

-¿ obligation(firefighter,n2,evacuate(Zone),‘now’+‘1 day’).

/* Firefighter putting the object launch tangible in the

coordinates 1,2 of a table counts as the evacuation of the downtown */

putTangible( ,launch tangible,1,2)[sai agent(Actor)]

count-as evacuate(downtown)

while Actor is firefighter.

putTangible( ,launch tangible,3,3)[sai agent(Actor)]

count-as evacuate(industrial zone)

while Actor is firefighter.
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Conclusions

Contributions of SAI

1. Institutional reality becomes more explicit and external

2. Unified representation of institutional reality

shared among different normative models

wide normative coverage

3. Independent normative and constitutive layers

particular but connected normative and constitutive models
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Conclusions

Contributions of SAI

4. Agents can reason about the normative consequences of their acts

Norms explicitly refer to status functions whose constitution is also explicit

5. Consistent institutional programming

Norms must refer to status functions and the constitution must produce status

function assignments

6. Regulation consistent with environment

Norms take status functions as having a specific nature that is taken into

account in the constitutive management

7. Consistent regulative outcomes

Inconsistencies come from problems in the normative specification instead of

from the link with the environment
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What is missing - Future work

– Designing object-status functions

– Institutionalising other social abstractions other than norms

– Methodology to specify institutions
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Final remarks

SAI available at

github.com/artificial-institutions/sai

constitutive language interpreter, interfaces for normative platforms, examples, etc.
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SAI vs. JaCaMo - initial integration

mas house building {
agent giacomo

agent companyA

agent companyB

workspace auction{
artifact auction for SitePreparation: AuctionArt(”SitePreparation”, 2000)

artifact auction for Floors: AuctionArt(”Floors”,1000)

artifact auction for Walls: AuctionArt(”Walls”, 1000)
.
.
.

}
institution house institution: constitutive.sai{

workspaces: auction

}
organisation house organisation : house-os.xml {
group house group: house group

scheme house scheme: build house sch

situated: house institution

}

}
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SAI vs. JaCaMo - initial integration

// obligation to achieve a goal

// ============================

// the agent perceives the obligation following the NPL notation

+obligation(Ag,R,done(Scheme,Goal,Ag),Deadline):

.my name(Ag) &

//The agent looks for a constitutive rule defining how the goal is achieved

constitutive rule(X,done(Scheme,Goal,Ag),ToDo[sai agent(Ag)],M)

¡- println(‘‘I am obliged to’’ ,Goal,‘‘.’’,

‘‘I found a constitutive rule that shows me’’

I have to produce the event ’’, ToDo);

focus(House);

ToDo[artifact id(House)].
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